gender in a transitional era changes and challenges - gender in a transitional era addresses a range of issues relevant in current gender and sexuality studies scholarship which span many disciplines the contributors prioritize the critical thinking that continues to support the notion that we as a society still have a ways to go toward full gender equality in all spheres of life, between the gender lines the science of transgender - gender identity haunts every aspect of our lives dictating the outcomes of our conversations our workplaces our relationships even our bath products before most infants are named they are assigned a sex based on the appearance of their external genitalia by a third party these decisions are dolled out in a typically binary fashion with no expectations for ambiguity, best of h total gender change within a decade
h - editor s note recent medical developments such as growing a vagina in a laboratory advances in gender prosthetics creating sperm from skin cells etc suggest this article is worthy of re read and a place in the very best of h recently i made a bet with a member of the institute for ethical and emerging technologies, advancing social transformation in the era of globalisation - advancing social transformation in the era of globalisation political discussion paper the cosatu cec has adopted this document as a discussion document in order to stimulate discussion within cosatu and the democratic movement, amazon com until choice do us part marriage reform in - clare virginia eby s until choice do us part splendidly chronicles a critical era in the history of marriage in the united states the transitional years from the progressive era to the modern period by focusing on several representative unions among american writers and intellectuals eby probes how their ideas took shape and how those in turn shaped values governing intimate life for, energy and the human journey where we have been where we - significant energy e vents in earth s and life s history as of 2014 energy event timeframe significance nuclear fusion begins in the sun c 4 6 billion years ago bya provides the power for all of earth s geophysical geochemical and ecological systems with the only exception being radioactivity within earth, un news global perspective human stories - soil is a treasure beneath our feet essential to human lives and well being a senior united nations official has highlighted warning however that this invaluable resource is under constant threat from the little understood phenomenon of soil pollution, purdue owl purdue writing lab - the online writing lab at purdue university houses writing resources and instructional material and we provide these as a free service of the writing lab at purdue, evolution of housing and floor plans since the 1600s - millennium trends by mark and theresa queripel blueprints the denver post january 21 2001 it comes as no surprise that houses have grown in size and cost over the years at the beginning of the last century the average home was 700 to 1 200 square feet, woa how to attain population sustainability - a united nations report says poverty perpetuates and is exacerbated by poor maternal health gender discrimination and lack of access to birth control, changing behaviour a public policy perspective - please note this is an archived publication commissioner s foreword this publication is one in a series designed to stimulate debate about contemporary government challenges, equity agenda for the 7th district ayanna pressley for - ayanna pressley s equity agenda for the 7th congressional district is a series of policy plans developed in partnership with key stakeholders the plans will detail policies and approaches that pressley will prioritize in congress to help address the disparities that currently exist in the 7th district